
NORTH CORNWALL

TRAILS with GEOLOGICAL INTEREST along the coast from BUDE to BOSCASTLE

Ref. OS Explorer Map 111 Bude, Boscastle & Tintagel

SETTING THE SCENE.

The geological origins of the area date back to the Upper Devonian (377-360 Ma) in the south and 
the Carboniferous Period (360-290Ma) in the north of the region. The area then lay just north of the 
equator and was beneath the Rheic Ocean, the seabed consisted of sands and silts deposited by great
river delta's flowing from the north. Around 290Ma, during the Variscan Orogeny, the seabed was 
squeezed upwards forming high mountains, which were subsequently eroded away. Again, at 
around 145Ma the area was once more dominated by the sea. Then 2Ma the Ice Age impacted on 
the region with a tundra climate and permafrost producing glacial head formed by the freezing and 
thawing of the land. This was followed by a great thaw and erosion by the elements to form the 
landscape we see today, complete with evidence of stages through which it evolved.

The sedimentary Devonian and Carboniferous rocks have been intensely deformed and folded into 
complex structures clearly visible in the coastal sections from Bude to Boscastle.

Selected Geological Features can be seen at the following locations:-

TRAIL 1.

1.  BUDE SYNCLINE and ANTICLINE   SS 202065

2.  BUDE WHALE ROCK                          SS 199065

3.  BUDE TURBIDITES                             SS 203069

TRAIL 2.

4.  MILLOOK HAVEN                               SS 186006

TRAIL 3.

5.  CRACKINGTON HAVEN                    SX 142969

TRAIL 4.

6.  BOSCASTLE                                          SX 100913

7.  LADIES WINDOW                                SX 080906



TRAIL 3.

CRACKINGTON HAVEN  SX 142969

The Crackington Formation denotes a specific set of rocks, and consists of colossal features of 
distorted shales and sandstones, found from Rusey Beach   SX 126940, south of High Cliff, to 
Widemouth Bay SS 198020. The best examples are seen at or near Crackington Haven.

Listric Faults (spoon shaped) SX 134954; Natural Arch, known as Northern Door  SX 130961; 
Rock Folds in the cliffs at Cambreak SX 130966; Hanging Valley at Cam Draught SX 134966; 
Wave Cut Platforms at Bray's Point SX 138967; Glacial Head SX 142968; Quartz Veins, 
Overturned Rocks, Ripple Marks and Flute Casts can be seen in the rocks on the beach. Turbidites 
can also be seen in the cliffs SX 142970.

From the car park walk down to the beach at low tide and look for the geological features in the 
rocks. Climb up the coast path at the south end of the beach and walk out across the top of 
Tremoutha Haven cliff looking down on the wave cut platform. Cross over the Hanging Valley at 
Cam Draught heading towards the headland at Cambreak with its folded and contorted cliff face, 
some of the folds are almost recumbent. Continue south passing above the natural arch of Northern 
Door and head for the landslip area in the cliffs above The Strangles. Here there are good examples 
of cliff failure, with crevices on either side of the path and slumped sections of unstable strata 
forming humps and hollows down towards the beach. Carry on walking south along the coast path, 
climbing to reach the highest point 223m (731ft), with panoramic views at High Cliff SX 130942, 
the highest point on the Cornish coast and reputedly the highest cliff in England. This is a major 
geological fault zone.
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Crackington Haven turbidites

The Strangles- Unstable Strata  Listric Faults



Crackington High Cliff


